
Assessment Report

Performed:

On Work Order:

For Customer:

By Tech:

Pit Cleaning PM

1 - Before cleaning 1

2 - Before cleaning 2

4 - What type of pumps are installed?

Submersible



5 - What type of material is feeding the pit?

Sewage

6 - How many HP are the pumps?

5

7 - How many Volts?

230

8 - How many Phase?

3PH

9 - what amperage should the pumps be reading

20

10 - how many pumps are in the pit?

2

11 - What should the amperage of pump 1 be?

20

12 - What is the actual amperage of pump 1?

11.7

13 - Is pump 1 making excessive vibration?

No

14 - Is pump 1 making excessive noise?

No

15 - what is the noise level of pump 1(DBA)?

16 - Additional notes about condition of pump 1.

17 - Is pump number 1 an ejector pump with an external motor on top?

No

18 - What is the Ambient Room Temperature?

19 - What is the motor #1 temperature?

20 - What is the Delta T(motor temp - ambient temp) for motor 1?

21 - Does motor 1 need to be oiled?

22 - Is there a second pump?

Yes

23 - What should the amperage of pump 2 be?

20



24 - What is the actual amperage of pump 2?

15.7

25 - Is pump 2 making excessive vibration?

No

26 - Is pump 2 making excessive noise?

No

27 - what is the noise level of pump 2 (DBA)?

28 - Additional notes about condition of pump 2.

29 - Is pump number 2 an ejector pump with an external motor on top?

No

30 - What is the motor #2 temperature?

31 - What is the Delta T(motor temp - ambient temp) for motor 2?

32 - Does motor 2 need to be oiled?

33 - What type of controls do the pumps have?

Panel
Tear Drop Floats

34 - Is there a mechanical float switch or alternator?

No

38 - Is there a panel?

Yes



39 - Picture of front of panel

40 - Picture of inside door of panel?



41 - picture of inside of panel

42 - Does panel or Alternator cycle correctly from pump 1 to pump 2?

Yes

43 - Are all the floats in good condition?

Yes

44 - What are the problems of the floats?

45 - Is all the wiring in good condition?

Yes

46 - What is the problem with the wiring?

49 - Incoming Voltage to control for pump 1

201

50 - Incoming Voltage to control for pump 2

200

51 - Outgoing Voltage from control to pump 1

200

52 - Outgoing Voltage from control to pump 2

200

53 - Are all fuses in good working order?

Yes

54 - What arre the problems with the fuses?

56 - Is the plate cover in good condition?

Yes



57 - What is wrong with the plate cover?

59 - Are the pit walls in good condition?

Yes

60 - What is wrong with the pit walls?

62 - what is the diameter of the pit in inches?

63 - what is the discharge piping size?

3"

64 - Is the piping leaking

No

65 - Where is the piping leaking?

67 - Picture 2 of leaking pipe?

68 - Is piping properly supported?

No

69 - What pipeing needs better support.

70 - picture of where supports are needed

71 - Is there union or flanges to remove the pump for repair if necessary?

Yes



72 - Is there movement in the piping when pumps go on and off?

Yes

73 - Do the shut off valves hold?

Yes

74 - Which shut off valves are not holding?

75 - What type of shut off valve is in place?

77 - What is the distance from flange to flange of the valve

78 - Do the check valves hold?

Yes

79 - Which check valves are not holding?

82 - What is the spread of the check valve from flange to flange?

83 - Any additional information at all?

84 - After cleaning 1



85 - After cleaning 2


